
ABSTRACT
Augmented reality requires integration of real-world objects, gestures and actions with the virtual objects. Effective 
and realistic integration requires solving the complex task of recognition, classification, tracking of objects, gestures 
and actions, where gesture recognition and action mapping is an active problem in the field of augmented reality, 
seeking attention for optimized latency, power and throughput. This paper introduces the technique of frame processing 
with active tile identification to optimize the latency of Convolution neural network in the light of action mapping in 
augmented reality. The effectiveness of the technique being introduced is evaluated by applying it to the Bharatanatyam 
Mudra classification and measuring the obtained latency, power and throughput and comparing the obtained results 
with that of the traditional Convolution neural network. The comparison shows the technique to be effective in terms 
of the latency, with the best effectiveness factor of 2.30 and least being 1.25.
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INTRODUCTION

Real-time implementation of Augmented Reality is 
a challenging task with the possibility of numerous 
applications in robotic surgery [P Pessaux et al.,2015], 
gaming [YAN Yukang et al.], chemical plant maintenance 
[V. I. Pavlovic et al.,1997)], computer control [Quek 
F.1994, C. Maggioni,1995], window system control [J. 
Kenderet al.,1995] and television control [W.T.Freeman 
et al.,1995] etc. The task is computationally demanding 
requiring optimized implementation of its integral 
algorithms for real time experience. Image processing 
and computer vision methods like semantic segmentation, 
blob identification, skeletal mapping is found to be 

the most frequently used and cited as integral part of 
augmented reality[Babu, R.G. et al., 2020].

The AR real time implementation is a trivial task requiring 
the gesture recognition and action mapping to be 
accomplished within the time span window of few frames 
of the streaming video [J. Coutaz et al.,1995]. The window 
is subject to constraints of rate of gestures and video frame 
rate. To meet this requirement of time window, algorithms 
need to be profiled against the parameters like   latency, 
throughput and power. The profiling enables the designer 
to identify the best algorithms and their implementation 
strategy to meet the stringent timing requirements [S. 
Prabu, et al, 2019]. Unfortunately, this view of algorithm 
selection and strategic implementation is less treated in 
literature. Current paper attempts to fill this void or the 
gap with a case study of CNN based mudra classifier. 
Though the study appears to be focused on countable 
algorithms but the scope is generic and applicable to a 
wide range of algorithms and scenarios.

Later parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 
II presents an overview of standard gesture recognition 
algorithms and neural network techniques. Section 
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III discusses the experimental setup and performance 
parameters for evaluation of algorithms. In section IV, 
the strategies for optimizing algorithm implementation 
are presented. Section V presenting the performance 
parameters with optimized algorithm utility.

Gesture Recognition Algorithms: Gesture recognition 
has been the most studied and investigated problem in 
pattern recognition and image processing. A number of 
procedures and approaches have evolved, resulting in a 
different strategies and algorithms. Here a brief overview 
of the related works is presented.

Orientation histogram-based pattern recognition 
techniques has been formulated by William T Freeman 
and Michael Roth here histogram of local orientation 
is used as feature vector for recognition. The algorithm 
compares the feature vector of test image with the 
training set resulting in gesture class corresponding to 
the nearest match. The method and the algorithm have 
drawback of mismatch due to similar orientation for 
different gestures. Weissman and Freeman proposed 
a method of gesture recognition for television control 
applying normalized correlation [W. T. Freeman et 
al.,1995]. Triesch’s developed Gabor filters based Elastic 
graphs representation of hand gestures in [C.VonDer 
Malsburget al.,1996], the method is quick in locating 
hand, but the classifier lacks generalization. 

Lindberg and Lars have proposed scale-space color 
features technique to represent hand gestures  
[Lars Bretzet al.,2002]. Particle filtering was employed 
for detection and recognition of the hand gestures. The 
method is limited by scale space representation and 
works for uniform illumination back grounds only.  
[Y. Fang, etal.,2007] proposed appearance-based model 
for real time hand gesture recognition, Gaussian model 
is employed for hand region segmentation in HSV 
space. They employed scale-space technique for gesture 
recognition.

Malima and Cetin presented a simple approach through 
fast algorithm for vision-based hand gesture recognition. 
The algorithm processes the images for hand region 
detection applying skin color segmentation. The regions 
thus segmented are subject to circle construction followed 
by binarization and 1D signal extraction corresponding 
to 0 to 1 transition in the binary image, this pattern of 
1D signals is used for recognizing gestures. The method 
works well for counting gestures but can’t be generalized. 
[ Hunteretal.,1994] presented a recursive estimation-
based hand gesture interpretation method. Verri and 
Urras, discusses about the edge map method of hand 
gesture recognition [A.Verriet al.,1995]. [Chanetal.,2002] 
proposed curvature-based hand pose recognition.

The methods and algorithms put forth hints as, Gesture 
recognition to be a trivial task with the vast situations 
exhibiting large possible postures. Mathematically, 
the problem of gesture recognition in open situation 
corresponds to mapping an element into a superset of 
all possible gestures. The problem takes more typical 

turn with the consideration of sampling method, 
orientation of the object, lighting conditions and skin 
color variations along with object size.

All the above-mentioned facts make the task of gesture 
recognition complex and open. Due to the learning 
and adoptability, a number of neural network-based 
algorithms, approaches and architectures have been 
proposed and employed in treating recognition and 
classification problems [Alex Krizhevsky et al.,2017]. 
Authors in [Neha Sharma et al.,2018] have presented 
accuracy analysis of Resnet, Googlenet, Alexnet 
Convolution neural networks for the CIFAR and MNIST 
image data set. The literature review shows a gap in 
performance-based analysis of the Convolution neural 
networks. In [Shi et al.,2017] presented a technique of 
integrating wavelet resolution with the Convolution 
neural network for the extraction of 3D feautres to 
improve the classification accuracy. On this line the 
Convolution neural network-based gesture recognition 
methods and algorithms can be made to perform more 
effective with a little attention to the inclusion of 
selective schemes for segmentation and processing, i.e 
by taking the most out of GPU processing while spending 
less. [T.Kaliselvi et al.,2017] shows the application of 
GPU in medical image analysis, while [R Aras et al.,2017] 
presents effective implementation of Object recognition 
and augmented reality applications while exploiting the 
GPU processing capability.

As pointed earlier, application of the traditional 
Convolution neural network for gesture recognition can 
be non-optimistic with respect to the power and latency 
depending on the number of sample frames processed 
for gesture recognition in streaming video. The next 
section discusses the experimental setup considered to 
evaluate the novel technique introduced in this paper. 
The techniques like frame selection scheme, active tile 
identification is discussed which is followed with the view 
of performance parameters to be considered. The points 
and arguments are presented through the investigation 
of hand gesture recognition for Bharatanatyam mudras 
as special case.

Experimental Setup and Performance Parameters:  
Bharatanatyam mudras have been taken for the case 
study, in particular asamyukthahastha mudras (single 
handed gestures) are considered. A hand focused 
prerecorded video with right hand mudras performed 
in constant background is taken for experiment. The 
Convolution neural network is trained for 27 mudras, 
each mudra is associated with 50 sample training images. 
The network is trained with 1350 images, the training 
data base is expected to be improvised with addition of 
more images in near future.

The gesture recognition procedure with required neural 
networks and algorithms are coded in MATLAB and 
are executed on system with core i5 CPU supported 
with NVIDIA GPU. Here the account of preprocessing 
is not discussed as the study is focused on performance 
optimization focusing CNN.
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Data sample selection and Sizing: As pointed out 
earlier, differential frame selection stage is added with 
the region of interest-based sizing to overcome the 
redundant processing. Frames are selected based on 
the difference threshold level, which is set accordance 
with the test analysis spread over the initial observation 
period (tiop), differential selection is based on equation 
(1). The selected frames are subject to cropping focused 
on ROI, with size set based on boundary of the object 
of interest. This is also set with reference to initial 
observations made. 

Before computing the difference, frames are processed 
with histogram equalization for color and are aligned 
with the centroid. For successive frames with same 
posture the difference will be zero or negative or small 
positive integer as change may occur due to relative 
motion of hand with camera or light intensity variations. 
Through the experiments it is observed that the difference 
of>100 is good to be considered for frame selection. This 
observable difference is recorded almost for every 400th 
frames, whereas rest of frames between are same. This 
observation can be used to set the dynamic rate of frame 
selection for processing.

      (1)

DBVFrame: Difference of successive binary version of 
the frame, SD: Statistical Frame Difference.

Processing duplication with series of successive frames 
resulting in same information is redundant, leading to 
wastage of power and memory resources. The differential 
frame information can also be used to assist the classifier 
by considering the difference vector as training feature. 
Number of Frames processed every second depends on 
the rate of actions performed by the object of interest 
and the rate of video frames captured during recording 
or streaming. Through the successive frame analysis for 
motion of object interest, region of interest is identified 
and the sample sizing is done keeping in view of the 
region of interest, the resulting frame with confinement 
to the region of interest is referred as active tile.

Neural network setup: Convolution neural network is 
modeled on the basis of conceptual model presented 
and discussed in [Sakshi Indolia et al.,2018 and Dingjun 
Yu et al.,2014]. Table 1 shows the configurations and 
parameters of the Convolution neural network that are 
used for classifying the mudras. The parameters have 
been set with analysis of the recorded video data, this 
part of has been thought out to be automated later.

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System

Layer Parametric Details

Input Image Layer 215X105 pixels
Convolution Layer Filter Size=8X8 
 Number of filters=20
Activation function ReLU
MaxPooling 2->1 with Stirde =2
Fully connected Layer 27 with 27 Classes

Table 1. Parameters of neural network.

Training and Classification: The Convolution neural 
network with specifications mentioned in Table 1 
is initialized with the random weights of the filter 
in first epoch. As discussed in the beginning of this 
section, prerecorded video data is used for training the 
Convolution neural network. The videos are sampled 
for training sample selection through automated script. 
Convolution neural network is trained with 80 epochs 
(set after trials). Mudras are identified and classified into 
27 classes with the appropriate labels. Softmax classifier 
is employed to classify the mudra. 

Performance Parameters: The performance of the gesture 
i.e., mudra recognition system discussed in this paper 
depends on Convolution neural network including data 
sampler. The performance parameters studied are power 
and time delay. Both the parameters are function of 
Convolution neural network internal parameters and 
size of the training feature database.

Power = Total frames*PPF (2)

Equation (2) shows the power dissipated with normal 
approach of regular series stream processing. The 
differential frame selection approach results in power 
saving by factor of N (the differential frame skip distance, 
assuming to remain constant over streaming), as shown 
in equation (3).

Power = Total frames/N*PPF (3)

The tile area i.e size in terms of pixels, selection of filter 
size, stride and optimization algorithm like sgdm, rsprim, 
Adam’s has impact on the power and processing delay. A 
filter size with M=N=ROI/P is set and stride of M/4 is set, 
where P is set based on the trial of Convolution filter for 
the particular curve shapes, it is planned to be automated 
in future work. The power PPF is a function of (Filter 
Size, stride, epochs and OA). Time delay is also function 
of (Filter Size, Stride, epochs and OA). The differential 
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processing can be fine-tuned based on the control and 
actuation required, for finer actuations with continuous 
control less stringent difference must be selected. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows the redundancy with successive frames 
obtained by sampling video stream with sampling every 
10th frame. The first three mudras in upper row are 
the same. Similarly, the next three are the copy of one 
mudra. The same is observed with the last two mudras. 
This justifies the need of differential frame selection and 
processing.

Figure 2 (a): Frame sampled at every 200th Stroke

Figure 2 (b): Frame sampled at every 400th stroke.

Mudras listed in Figure 2(b) are the ones selected through 
the differential frame sampling. The images in both upper 
and lower rows clearly show, every image is unique 
and different mudra as opposed to the multiple copies 
observed in Figure 2(a). The video sample considered 
for study showed differential skip distance of N=400 
frames. Figure 3 (a) shows the difference between two 
frames with distance less than skip distance, as the 
frames are copy of same mudras the difference is almost 
zero where in the less intense illuminating pixels are 
due to the frame color variations. Figure 3(b) shows 
the prominent difference with considerably illuminated 
pixels and shape variation, indicating two frames to be 
of different mudras.

Figure 4 (a), shows the normal frame and Figure 4(b) the 
active tile, size of the active tile is very much constrained 
to the region of interest with lesser number of pixels 
compared to the normal one.

The procedure of differential frame selection and active 
tile identification has been applied in the process of 
training as well as classification. Figure 5. Shows the 
graphs for accuracy of training and loss. The graphs are 
recorded for stochastic gradient decent with momentum 
optimization, the results are different for Adam 

optimization. stochastic gradient decent with momentum 
optimization had shown recorded accuracy of 83.7%, far 
better compared to other optimizers.

Figure 3. (a): Two frames of the same mudra with less 
prominent difference. (b) Two frames of different mudras 
with prominent difference.

Figure 4. (a): Normal frame.  (b)  Active tile

Figure 5: CNN training accuracy and loss graphs.

Table 3 shows the frame wise latency of the classifier in 
recognizing the gesture from sample frames. The latency 
is recorded for the two cases of with and without active 
tile processing. The delay is recorded for 4 instances 
of frames at the same stroke of time. Table 3. Mudra 
classification delay. The delay is in seconds.
The results of table 3, indicates that the active tile-based 
classification is effective in reducing latency. Though 
the active tile reduces time, care must be taken as it can 
affect accuracy of classification. With active tile, the 
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accuracy was observed to be around 80%, but it can be 
improved with increase in number of epochs.
 

CONCLUSION

With the integration of the differential frame and active 
tile technique in the Convolution neural network frame, 
a new perspective is brought to the gesture recognition 
problem. Taking the advantage of slow varying dynamic 
gestures and rate of video frames, redundant processing 
and classification delay are reduced. The experimentation 
results show the method to be effective with respect to 
latency, where the best latency factor is found be 2.30, 
which means the technique makes the Convolution 
neural network 2.30 times faster compared to the 
traditional neural network. Though there is improvement 
in latency, the study and analysis of the technique 
shows the gesture recognition accuracy to be function 
of error optimization scheme employed in training. 
This limitation can be due to the numerical ability of 
the underlying computational architecture, which can 
be taken as thread for the subsequent investigation. 
Currently the method advantageous as it is generic and 
can be adopted elsewhere in any of the frame processing 
problems. 
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